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EVER WONDER HOW YOU GOT
Bowker® is proud to launch the newest generation of
Books In Print.®
Books In Print is the largest, unbiased, independent web-based bibliographic resource offering
information for over 7.5 million titles (in print, out of print, or forthcoming), including books, e-books,
audio and video titles.
The all-new Books In Print is the smart and good-looking choice for libraries, booksellers,
publishers, and other information professionals.
It combines the valuable content and search tools you’ve always found, with new discovery
features to foster professional research, provide bookseller information, assist with publisher
tracking, and fill patron needs. Plus, the new visually-appealing and user-friendly interface is
comprehensive enough for professionals, but easy enough for anyone to use.
Here, you can search the marketplace, find the right titles, and connect with the vendor that’s
right for you.

The All New Books In Print offers the best of both worlds by fully embracing new search technologies
like quick search and visual search, while still offering the traditional advanced search that users expect.
• Books In Print—contains North American publications, plus Fiction Connection and Non-Fiction
Connection

FROM HERE TO THERE?

• Global Books In Print—offers global coverage, including North American Publications, plus Fiction
Connection and Non-Fiction Connection
Revitalize your search and discovery process with the newest Books In Print, the intelligent “top model”
of the industry.
Are you interested in learning more, or getting a quote? Please visit us at www.booksinprint2.com.

Books In Print: Smart, and good looking.
ABOUT BOWKER
Bowker is the world's leading provider of bibliographic information management solutions designed to
help publishers, booksellers, and libraries better serve their customers. The company is focused on
developing various tools and products that make books easier for people to discover, evaluate, order,
and experience, as well as providing services to publishers that help them better understand and meet
the interests of readers worldwide. Bowker is a member of the ProQuest family of companies and is
headquartered in New Providence, N.J., with additional operations in England and Australia.
For more information, please visit www.bowker.com.

Books In Print
Copyright © 2010 R.R. Bowker LLC and American Library Association. All rights reserved.
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Discover

Connect

• Introduces a quick search for entering keywords, phrases, or specific data elements (like title or
ISBN), all from a single Google-like search box.

Discover more of what you like with all-new visual display and social media features built into Books
In Print, such as the word cloud.

• Combines the rich bibliographic content from Bowker with the visual discovery experience
of AquaBrowser.

The word cloud is a visual representation of suggested terms in the database related to your search.

Books In Print is used every day by thousands of book professionals and library patrons to make
connections. Connecting favorite authors and series; connecting a title with a sales outlet; connecting
genres and age groups.

What makes the new Books In Print so sharp?

• Searches the entire marketplace of books, e-books, audio books, and videos, and discover
where to buy.
• Provides intuitive relevancy-ranked results within a clean and simple interface.
• Features built-in edition grouping, FRBR, and advanced search.
• Allows users to rate, tag, and reviews through the My Discoveries tool, and much more.

SEARCH. DISCOVER. CONNECT.
Now there’s a faster and more efficient way to find and build collections.

Search
Searching for a title is easier than ever with new quick search functionality. Users can create a search
by entering in keywords, phrases, or specific data elements (like a title or ISBN), all from a single
Google-like search box.
Simply type your term in the search box and click. The Quick Search queries titles and variants, authors,
subjects, series, publisher/imprints, table of contents, chapter excerpts, and more.
Results are returned relevancy-ranked and grouped by edition (FRBR). This “FRBRization” of the results
list is a major leap forward in the usability of your search, making results easier to review, and the right
items or editions easier to locate.
Each title displayed contains icons indicating the different formats available (audiobooks, bound books,
e-books, video, etc.), as well as a link summarizing the different editions, formats, markets (for Global
Books In Print users), and languages available.
Plus, you can use a new powerful Advanced Search feature that allows you to develop complex queries,
containing up to five different terms, and up to 85 ISBNs.

The cloud allows you to select from the word association or spelling variations to expand your search
via related subjects, or discover something new all together. These suggestions help you ask the best
possible question to find the results you ultimately desire.
For example: searching for football, the word cloud might suggest defense, quarterback, and even
soccer. By clicking on quarterback, you will discover titles on that term, and generate a new word cloud
based on quarterback.
Don’t want to use the word cloud? No problem! Users have the choice of disabling the word cloud at
any time.
My Discoveries provides social media features that allow you to personalize and share information. It
allows you to create lists, comment on titles, add tags, rate and review titles, and then to share it among
the Books In Print community.
Your lists can be downloaded and printed when you’re ready to head to the bookstore or make an
online purchase.

Now it’s even easier to match up your search with just the results you’re looking for. When you
refine your search, no matter how many filters you select, you can quickly make your way back to
the original search.
Select from over 50 facets like subject, audience, awards, price, setting, language, format, vendor,
and even characters, to connect to the specific title(s) you need. And even with narrow search
terms, you won’t ever get zero results.
Once you’ve found the titles, the title page results are easy to navigate, visually appealing, and
provide in-depth information such as:
• Overview
• Annotations
• Table of contents
• Publisher information
• Stock availability of this particular item
• And cover images
Plus, a variety of research tools help you keep track of your work and provide ongoing updates for
common queries.
RSS feeds can be created out of any search. This is an easy and powerful way to create an update
specifically for items you’re looking for, like forthcoming audio books. Just perform the search,
refine if needed, and hit the RSS button. Your feeds can go to your RSS reader, Google home page,
or any other web page that supports RSS feeds.
Workflow tools help you use and incorporate Books In Print information for research or for sharing,
and include:
• Persistent linking to titles and search results
• Search My Library’s Catalog – both Z39.50 and persistent URL searching will be supported
• Print and email – to share information with colleagues
• Download – ASCII text, CSV, USMARC, and MARC21 formats are supported for easy import into
your automation system
• Lists – can be made public or private to the user
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